The selection procedure of Polish IYPT team:

Polish teams participating in IYPT is a team winner of internal competition led in Poland and
named as Turniej Młodych Fizyków (TMF). The TMF is organized by Polish Physics
Association in cooperation with Institute of Physics Polish Academy of Sciences in Warsaw,
University of Wrocław, and Jagiellonian University in Kraków.

The TMF Competition have tree stages:
-

corresponding level,

-

semifinals,

-

finals.

Corresponding level

Usually ended in the middle of January. Up to this moment, teams have to submit manuscripts
with 10 of 17 problems which are chosen by the team. Papers are submitted by team members
through the Web site. After the deadline, the submitted works are grouped by problem
number and evaluated by two referees. Each referee can grade the paper with points from 1 to
10. The total amount of the points collected by a team decides if the team is allowed to
participate in semifinals.

Semifinals
Semifinals take place in two cities Warsaw and Wrocław or Kraków – at the and of February
or beginning of March. Usually, four (not less than three) teams are participating in semifinal
competitions in each city (total number is 8 teams). The fights are conducted in Polish, the
teams are judged by 8 judges and each member of jury show marks from 1 to 10. Two teams
from each city having the highest total number of points are selected to final (if the points
collected by teams are close, the third team can be granted and selected to the final (the
organizing comity decides). The teams that won the semifinals are selecting 10 of 17
problems for the final stage.

Final

The final stage of TMF takes place in Institute of Physics Polish Academy of Sciences in
Warsaw, at the beginning of April. The team's winners of semifinals (four or five teams) are
fighting. The fights on a stage are conducted in English, teams are judged by 8 judges, and
each jury members shows marks from 1 to 10. The team collected the highest number of the
points is selected as a Representation of Poland on IYPT.

